Geo-Environmental Engineering Research Highlights

featuring three 12-min presentations
by U-M geotechnical and environmental graduate students

**Wednesday, February 13, 2013**
16:00 – 17:00, Room 2315 GG Brown

**Topics:**

Impact of Clay-DNAPL Interactions on the Structure of Clay and Implication for Transport of Chlorinated Solvents into Low Permeability Zones construction
Derya Ayral, Avery Demond

In-situ Evaluation of Dynamic Properties of Municipal Solid Waste using high capacity mobile shakers
Andhika Sahadewa, Dimitrios Zekkos, Richard Woods

Biodegradation of municipal solid waste in landfills
Xunchang Fei, Dimitrios Zekkos, Lut Raskin

******** Everyone is invited – refreshments will be available********

More information on this lecture series: [http://www.umich.edu/~geotech/lecture.html](http://www.umich.edu/~geotech/lecture.html)
Note: Visitors who do not have a parking permit, should park here or other Visitor Parking (VP) locations with parking meters.